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When you choose a radiant floor heating (RFH) system, you choose either electric or hydronic. The amount of energy needed to heat an entire house with an electric RFH system is not profitable, so if you're heating the whole house, then hydronika is the way to go. Are you building a new house or renovating an older house? If it is a new design, the hydronic system is probably the best choice. You can
install hydronational systems in existing homes, but you will tear the floor covering, which is expensive and a lot of work. Advertising Let's say you've decided on a hydronic RFH system. The first thing you should know is that it will cost you more at the beginning than a standard oven unit. A forced air system for a 2,000 square foot (610 square meter) home will cost about $3,800 to $4,500. A hydrolysmous
floor heating unit with a boiler will run $7,000 to $13,000. The RFH system is more efficient, though, as much as 40 percent, and lasts longer. Standard ovens last from 10 to 25 years, but the RFH system will get you up to 40 years of use. The hydronic system offers another advantage - you can use different sources to heat the water: Oil-fired boilerGas boilerKerosene, gas or solar water heater Deciding
which heat source to use depends on how big your house is and how cold it is, where you live. For example, if you have a large home with high ceilings and live in Canada, you will most likely need a boiler system. On the other hand, if you're building a smaller home in Florida, you can get away with using your regular water heater. So you have decided that you need a gas boiler system for your newly built
home. Before the floor is introduced, your RFH specialist or general contractor will need to install your system. There are two types of installation - wet or dry. Wet installs a layer of either slab concrete under the base floor or a thin sheet of concrete between the base floor and the surface. Dry installs place pipes just below the base during construction, without concrete on top. Floor surface - hardwood, tiles
or carpets, go above the floor and lift the heat directly from the pipes. Concrete acts as a heat mass to keep warm, so you have a large, hot block under the floor. Concrete owes its ability to maintain heat to its density and low conductivity. The tree has a very high conductivity - think about how quickly the wooden decks or benches cool off when the sun goes down. Due to this heat mass, systems with wet
installs take longer to heat up and need to run longer. Those with dry installs are cheaper, but operate at higher temperatures because there is no heat mass to store heat. They also require reflective insulation under the pipes to push the heat upwards. Your boiler or water heater is connected to the collector - a separate pipe system that directs water from one source to different zones. This way, you can
heat every area of your home from one programmable thermostat. From the collector hot water is sent through the PEX pipe model with a re-circulating water pump. PEX is a polyethylene pipe that is leak-free, non-toxic, flexible and capable of handling high temperatures. Maintenance of the hydronic system is minimal - the boiler requires an annual inspection, but most modern pumps use water to
lubricate parts and have low maintenance. However, if your system breaks, you will need to hire a professional because fixing it can be tricky. It is also expensive. In some cases, the unit is out of repair and needs to be replaced, which costs about the same as the first time installation. There are many variables, but the good news is your RFH specialist can walk you through different options. Now that we've
learned about hydronic RFH systems, let's learn about the possibilities of electric RFH. Go to the main contentHome Skills FloorSeeriesCompaman Warm cold bathroom floors with electric floor heating mats installed under the tiles. Use it as an extra heat for comfort or as a room for heat to warm the entire bathroom - installation is as simple as laying tiles. Cement board shinGroutRadradiant heat
matThermostatThin-set mortarSF floor heating system consists of one thin continuous cable heating element woven into the carpet that you install under the tiles. These heated floors are the project that is best done by repairing or changing the existing room floor covering or adding new space. Heated floors can be installed as extra heat to take a chill from the floor or as a room for warmth to warm the
entire bathroom. Underfloor heating is also an excellent project for warming entrances and kitchen floors. Benefits of heated flooring? It's easy to install. You put a cable twisted carpet mortar when you lay tiles. If you are not satisfied with the wiring part, hire an electrician. That's for sure. When the floor heating system is installed, it is almost impossible to spoil. A GFCI-protected thermostat instantly reduces
power if there is a short or other problem. It's cheap to run. At 12 watts per square foot, our 30-sq.-ft. heated bath carpet drew 360 watts of power - the equivalent of an electric blanket or a large TV. It takes up zero space. Do you have a large, clunky radiator? Remove it and get valuable square footage by installing this stuff. It's versatile. If your existing oven or boiler doesn't have enough oomph heat in a
newly remodeled or attached room, the floor heating system can do the job. It's really, really convenient. When your legs are warm, the whole body feels warm. You will find yourself reading and playing with children on the bathroom floor. Downside? It cannot be upgraded under existing tile floors. Also, as far as the cost of heated tile flooring goes, the total initial cost of the material is high. And, finally, you
most likely need to run a new wiring from the main circuit panel to the bathroom electric heating mat. Find Find capacityJokartas floor area less than 20 sq ft, you could (in most cases) draw power from the adjacent GFCI protected outlet without overload chain. (If the thermostat you purchase is already GFCI protected like ours, you can use any outlet. In any case, the floor-heating pad must be protected by
GFCI.) But a larger carpet on an existing chain- a chain that could also accommodate a 2,000 watt hair dryer, can cause overload and disruption to circuit breaker trips. For our larger mat, we chose to install a special chain with its own wiring and switches. Both 120 volts and 240 volts are available. A programmable thermostat that turns the carpet on during busy times, then turned off when you sleep or
away, costs more initially, but will save energy and money in the long run. Complete DIY projects like a pro! Sign up for our newsletter! Do It Right, Do It Yourself!family HandymanTest heating cable for production or shipping damage with volt-ohm meter. The resistance reading on the carpet label and the resistance recorded by the meter must be 10 per cent from each other. If not, refer to the
manufacturer's instructions. Digital volt-ohm counters, such as the one seen, are inexpensive and easy to operate. 3 types Electric Heated floorfamily comfortableTo set up a cement board over the existing floor. Trowel on a layer of thin mortar, then fasten the cement board with cement board screws. Cover the seams with mesh fiberglass tape and a thin set to create a unibody floor. Snap chalk lines on the
floor to mark the tile layout. Several companies offer electrical resistance floor warming systems. Standard sizes are available in home centers and tile shops. You can also special order custom sizes and shapes, sending a detailed drawing of the bathroom floor plan and the location of the fixtures. Carpets come in 12-, 24- and 30-in. If in doubt, the supplier indicates the carpet smaller than you need,
because the mat cable can not be cut. Before installing the carpet, use a volt-ohm meter (Photo 1) to get resistance reading to make sure it is not damaged during production or shipment. Prep your floor as you do for any tile work. Install 1/2-in. Make sure there are no screws or nailheads protruding over the cement board. The sharp edge may damage the cable. Tape and mortar seams to create a stable,
continuous surface. Snap tile layout lines on the floor when the mortar is dried up. Electric vs. Hydronational radiation heat systemfamily auxiliary seriesTest-fit carpet, keeping cable 4 in. Give priority to those areas where you stand barefoot the most. You should not cut or cross the cable, so make sure the carpet fits. How Hydroniski Radiant Floor Heating Worksģamily handymanChisel groove cement
board expanded portion of power lead to Enter. Notch the lower plate wall to provide a way to power lead, thermostat wires and wiring. Perform a test layout before continuing with the actual installation. Follow these basic rules: Set the carpet to the point where the vanity closet or pedestal sink will sit, but not underneath it; which may lead to excessive heat accumulation. Protect the carpet 4 in. Hold the
carpet for at least 4 in. Hold the blue heating cable at least 2 in( Never cover the cable. Do not leave large gaps between the carpets. Your feet will be able to tell! If your carpet is not too much, prefer areas where you stand barefoot most often! After your original layout, mark the path of thick power lead between the carpet and wall cavity and chisel shallow trenches on the floor. Notch bottom plate to
accommodate two ductories containing current lead and wires thermostatic sensor.12 The best ways to heat the garage winterfamily handymanSecure individual remove cables on the floor using small blobs of hot melt glue. Gently cut and remove the orange mes by the mes about to release the cable. Do this to work around angles, obstacles and sections where full-width carpets will not fit. Do not overseal
the cable. When the entire carpet is installed and installed, firmly press it on the tape and hot melt all the loose ends or hump the carpet. Perform a resistance test to check for damage. Set the carpet by gently fastening the cement board with a double tape. To make turns, cut the carpet between two cable loops, then turn the carpet and run it in the opposite direction. Never, never cut, nick or stress the
cable itself. If the full-width carpet will not fit, or if you experience angles or jogs, carefully cut the carpet from around the cable, and hot melt glue the cable on the floor. Continue to use the full carpet again when possible. Set the entire carpet with cuts, reverse and turn to make sure it fits the room to the right, make any final adjustments, then press the carpet firmly on the tape. Use a hot melt glue to further
fasten the carpet. Do not leave a hump or loose edges; You snag them with your trowel when you apply for a thin set of mortars. If you're not going to tile right away, lay a thick corrugated cardboard over the carpet to protect the cable. You're going to be glad you did when your kid was walking around to wear baseball. As a Thermal Garagefamily handymanFish power cord and thermostat wires with two 58-
in. Place the bottom end of the pipes at a low level and secure the electric box to the studs. Weave the thermostat wire through the meshe so that the sensor bulb has the same distance between the wires and 12 in. on the warming zone. Use hot melt glue to secure the thermostat wires on the floor and power cord in the groove. Cover the labels at the bottom with metal protective plates. Perform another
resistance test. Install the piping connectors at both ends of the two pieces 58-in. Fish current lead cable through one length of wire. Hot melt glue power in the lead groove. Fish the thermostat wires through the other piece of wire, then weave it 12 in. Secure both lengths of the pipelines to 4 x 4. Fasten this box on the studs so that the lower ends of the piping nest into the features made by the lower plate.
Secure the metal protective plates over the bottom plate to protect the wires and cable where they go through. Install the cord from the main switch panel (or nearby socket) area into the wall cavity where the thermostat will be located. Don't do any actual wiring in the main panel yet. Best and worst Garage Heatersfamily handy manAt applying mortar, first pressing it firmly into the mesa and floor with a flat
half trowel, then combing it with a concave side. Try to swim the trowel just above the cable. Use care to snag the eye or nick cable. Simple Oven Fixesfamily assistant manLay tiles using chalky lines as your guide. Wimten and tap the tiles firmly in place to create a flat surface. Adjust in advance, set tiles so that they remain in line and properly placed; a thick mortar bed used to cover the cable and the
mesh allows for more movement than standard tile installation. Mortar tiles when the thin set is properly laid. Select an element that is at least 6 square meters so that each element spans two or more parts of the cable. Smaller tiles are more likely to meet the minor hills and valley cable when you sm about them in place, creating a wavy surface. Spread the mortar over 5 to 10 m2. floor area. Use a flat half
trowel firmly press mortar through the carpet and in contact with the cement board. You can create a flat, uniform layer, easily floating trowel across the tops of the cable. Then use a notched half to comb the mortar to create a ridge; 3/8 x 1/4-in. Again, gently skim the trowel over the cable. The cladding on the cable is tough, but you still need to avoid sawing type of action or jabs with a trowel. It takes a little
trial and error to get a flat layer. The No. 1 goof that people are doing is slamming the edges of their trowel on the floor to knock the excess thin down loose cutting or nicking cable. Place the tile, then touch it firmly in place with a rubber hammer. Perform two resistance tests when installing tiles to ensure you do not have a damaged cable. (If the endurance test fails, check the manufacturer's instructions to
find the problem.) When the mortar is dried, mortar joints. When installing electric heatersfamily comfortable manVads thermostat according to the manufacturer's instructions. Our thermostat separate pigtails to secure the wires from the power cord and the cable that runs from the main panel. Or your electrician make the final connection to the main circuit panel. Power up the system for 10 or 15 minutes
to ensure that the floor heat functions, then turn it off and keep it off for two to four weeks while the mastics and mortars cure and harden. The instructions that came with the carpet and thermostat were so darn good we felt comfortable completing the wiring thermostat and carpet. We left installing a new switch and end connections in the main circuit panel to the local electrician. We recommend that you do
the same. When the wiring is complete, activate the system for a few minutes to make sure the control works and the resistance cable will touch. Do not insert the system into full operation until a thin set of mortars has had time to properly cure and harden normally for two to four weeks. Then call the family together and play the game Scrabble on your cozy, warm bathroom floor. Next, learn how to install a
gas fireplace. Fireplace.
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